Implementation Team for Institutional Effectiveness Meeting

Wednesday, December 9, 2021
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Stratton 317

AGENDA

- Name Change

- Academic Assessment Update
  - AAC (K. Prock)
  - GEAC (A. Pabon)

- Administrative Units Assessment Update (M. Stevenson)
  - Suggestion about timing of reports

- Administrative Program Reviews
  - Athletics (Jesús and Karen)
  - University Relations (Martha and Warren)
  - Sport Medicine (Amber and Matt Delaney)

- Recommendations from last year’s Institutional Assessment Report:
  - closely link assessment data with ongoing planning and resource allocation.
  - identify opportunities for collaboration across units and divisions.
  - include assessment topics at staff and faculty meetings.
  - follow-up on prior assessment efforts to demonstrate “closing the loop.”
  - provide assessment support and professional training opportunities.
  - consolidate assessment efforts for units that have subunits

- As may arise

Future meetings (Stratton 317):

January 12, 2022
February 9, 2022
March 16, 2022
April 13, 2022
May 18, 2022
June 15, 2022